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**Figure S1:** Absolute protein expressions of CYP2D6 in 287 livers with different number of variants at rs4073010, rs729559, and rs1807493, as well as in these livers with varying number of variants at the combinations of any two of these three SNPs.
**Figure S2**: CYP2D6 activities in 100 livers with different number of variants at rs4073010, rs729559, and rs1807493 (A), as well as in these livers with varying number of variants at the combinations of any two of these three SNPs (B, C and D).
**Figure S3:** CYP2D6 absolute protein expressions in 287 human liver samples with various genetic variants, including heterozygotes for rs729559 (A/G) and rs1807493 (C/G), rs729550 homozygotes (G/G), rs1807493 homozygotes (G/G), and heterozygotes for rs1807493 (C/G) and rs4073010 (C/T).
**Figure S4**: Absolute protein expressions (A) and activities (B) of CYP2D6 in human liver samples from the individuals classified as CYP2D6 normal metabolizers, carrying varied number of variants at rs4073010, rs729559, and rs1807493; Absolute protein expressions (C) and activities (D) of CYP2D6 in human liver samples classified as
CYP2D6 intermediate metabolizers with varied number of variants at rs4073010, rs729559, and rs1807493.